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The large surface area and adjustable internal surface chemistry of porous carbons are attractive for a wide range o
ergy applications, including gas separation and storage, high power supereapacitors and lithium ion batteries. Majo

rts in the field have been directed toward control of pore size, shape and uniformity, and total pore volume.
Here we demonstrate that pore size can be precisely tuned with sub-A accuracy [1] over a 0.5-3.0 mu range

eferentially removing metals from metal carbides. This is achieved by "burning out" the metals (and metalloids) in
logen atmospheres at modest temperatures. The resulting carbide-derived carton (CDC) retains the original shape of the

carbide and shows linear reaction kinetics, allowing conversion of a carbide surface to a CDC layer of any thickness,
including the entire monolith, film or particle [2-4]. CDCs produced from binary and ternary carbides have been
investigated, and specific surface areas (S SA) in excess of 2000 mZ/g have been achieved [5-6]. Pore size is determined b
the structure and chemistry of the precursor, and by process parameters including temperature and composition of

ction mixture. Most CDCs show smaller and more uniform pores when processed below 400-800°C, while larger an
ess uniform pores are found at 600-1200°C (Fig.l). Some CDCs (e.g. from B,C [7]) have relatively broad pore siz

~'~~distributions, including mesopores, even when processed at low temperatures. In contrast, other CDCs, e.g from SiC [8
maintain a narrow distribution up to 1200 °C. CDC microstructures become more ordered, evolving from amorphous t

itic, with increasing process temperature. Other carton forms, e.g. nanotubes, onions, and nanocrystalline diamo
ve also been obtained as CDC.

The ability to fine tune the pore size, and independently to control the microstructure and surface terminati
offers unique opportunities for parametric studies of gas sorption and desorption phenomena. Our recent studies show that
pores smaller than 0.7 mu maximize the hydrogen sorption in CDCs relative to larger pores. This may also apply to other
porous carbons. A first-level optimization yielded a material with - 3wt.% hydrogen storage capacity at 77K and 1 atm.
Given the early stage of development, this result is very encouraging compared to values < lwt.% achieved in single-
walled carton nanotubes (SWCNT) under similar experimental conditions. Surprisingly, the specific surface area of these
"high-capacity" samples was only 1400 m Z/g.

CDCs are also attractive for electrochemical devices. Large pores are an advantage in the optimization of
rcapacitor electrodes, because one wants to maximize the contact area between electrolyte ions and carton and to

crease the electrolyte resistance. B4C-derived carbons with large pores [7] exhibit specific capacitance up to - 160 F/g.
CDCs produced from many carbides, such as SiC, TiC, ZrC, etc, have narrow pore size distributions similar t

olites, significantly narrower than is found in SWCNT or activated cartons. In most cases, CDCs can be produced
mperatures as low as 200°C with or without mesopores. The prospects for CDC applications in energy-related areas,

cements for porous carbons currently in use, are very promising.

Fig.1. The pore-size distributions of CDC produced from ZrC as a funetion of
chlorination terMerature. The distributions were calculated using Density Fune
Theory assuruing sht pores.
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